Pascal Resources Energy Incorporated’s (PREI) vision is to address the energy poverty plaguing Philippines, particularly in clean cooking.

40% of Filipino households use LPG for cooking. The other 60% mostly burn firewood and charcoal, which produce both harmful health and environmental effects. There is now also a growing use of illegally refilled butane canisters which can pose significant threat to lives.

PREI offers Gaz Lite® – an innovative, safe and ease-to-use LPG canister accompanied by a single burner table top cook stove. Affordability is a key selling point. The smaller fuel serving allows cash-strapped households to purchase canisters as they need them.

PREI is looking to serve this large unserved market (60% of the Philippine population) by making LPG affordable and available through its Gaz Lite® technology and a scalable business model.

60% of Filipinos still dependent on firewood and charcoal

130,000+ families using Gaz Lite® cooking systems

6,000,000 families uplifted from energy poverty by 2030
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Seeking $1.5m (debt)

Wants customers in the Philippines

Wants partners for regional expansion
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